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Problem Statement-1

Improving the first-time user experience

Assume that you are the Product Owner for Peakperformer.io and have been asked to improve the First Time User 
Experience to reduce drop-offs in the initial stage of a user’s lifecycle and increase the core actions on the platform. 

● What customer pain points are not being well-served during the FTUE?
● Come up with at least 1 proposed Product solutions to improve FTUE. How would you measure success?
● Provide UI mocks/flow charts and explain the feature in detail (Wireframes on paper will work with one 

sample wireframe on Balsamiq/Figma) Think of Product solutions. For e.g., if a new user wants to buy a 
program on our platform, showing her how much other people benefited serves as social proof for her to take 
the core action.



Goal

● To reduce the drop offs between signup and the core action.
○ Increase perceived benefit of providing information.
○ Reduce median time for completion .
○ Reduce number of steps for completion.
○ Reduced perceived effort for completion.



User Journey

1. Awareness (Word of mouth,Acquisition flow)

2. Lead (Demo call,Lead nurturing flow)

3. Customer (Payment flow)

4. Learner 
a. Signup

b. Details

c. Dashboard

i. Core action (Booking sessions)

User Signs In

User has to fill details

Dashboard

Goal: Reduce 
drop offs 



Problems

Exploration of current flow

https://miro.com/welcomeonboard/foQ947jhu3wS1xBzMskbdBcK3pcZ7TQlFvm61
pXSAjuWsA6wAN7nkrJ9OevFdImc

https://miro.com/welcomeonboard/foQ947jhu3wS1xBzMskbdBcK3pcZ7TQlFvm61pXSAjuWsA6wAN7nkrJ9OevFdImc
https://miro.com/welcomeonboard/foQ947jhu3wS1xBzMskbdBcK3pcZ7TQlFvm61pXSAjuWsA6wAN7nkrJ9OevFdImc


Problems

Condensed set of issues

1. Users perceives the effort to be on the higher side.
a. Missing expectation-setting before commencement of this flow.

b. Questions require self awareness and thought preventing the user from making progress. 

2. Users don’t see the value of providing additional information.
a. Some visibility into how the data would be used to match the appropriate coach would help.

b. Some fields like city might not be required immediately.

3. No attempts to winback dropped off customers.



Principles of ideal state

While creating the ideal state of the first time user experience, the following 

principles should be kept in mind.

1. Let the user experience core value (Aha moment) as soon as possible.

2. The user should face minimal interaction, cognitive, emotional friction.

3. Meaningful data is captured to customise the path.

4. User sees tangible result for inputting additional information.

5. The next step is clear to the user at all times.



Solution exploration
Bridging the gap between present and ideal

Solution Effort required Impact on reduction 
of dropoff

Setting up learners expectation about the length that 
it will take to fill up the form- By adding progress bar

Low Medium

Removing the additional information asked that don’t 
add value.

Low High

Adding intro videos guiding users about the benefits 
they might not be aware of.

High High

Sending onboarding emails can help to winback 
dropped off customers.

Medium High



Adding Intro videos

Helps in guiding users about the 
benefits they might not be aware of

Introduce the users to the core 
objective or functionality of the peak 
performer.

Option to schedule 
onboarding call

This will help in knowing learners well 
and help learners in understanding 
how peakperformer can help them to 
achieve their goals.





Asking relevant information

Asking information that is required and deliver 
value and removing fields which can be asked 
at later stage. 

Removed  fields like city, company name since 
they  don’t fit in context and doesn’t justify why 
the ask was being made.





Proposed change

Adding progress bar

In an attempt to get more users to complete the steps, 
keep them motivated and reduce churn rate, we can add 
a visible progress indicator.

Humans are biased towards completing tasks they are 
given.A progress bar reminds learners that they’ve been 
given a task, and they feel as though they should 
complete it.



Success criteria

● Improving drop off rate by xx%
● Decreasing the median time to finish form from start to end



Problem Statement-2

Increasing Coaches Retention

Currently, we have 90+ coaches on our panel who have registered with us. The challenge is that since we are not 

able to provide a recurring demand to them there is a huge drop off that happens. 

● How will you increase the stickiness of the coaches on the platform that also acts as an acquisition channel? 
● How will you measure success? 



1. Mismatch of expectations
a. Onboard coaches by giving them realistic expectations of work, pay and engagement

b. Ensure every coach gets at least a minimum capacity of work

2. Misaligned incentives
a. Make the value hard to give up

b. Give them a reason to stay

What causes the coaches to churn?



Problems faced by coaches

● peakperformer not able to meet coaches expectations since coaches are not 
getting new requests on regular basis.

● Lack of motivation for coach to stay on the platform despite of non-recurring 
demand.

● Coach not getting paired with learner. 
● Not able to earn as expected when joining.



1. Grow supply in proportion with demand

2. Onboard more demand

3. Give coaches a single-player mode which they can monetise

Strategies



Solution Exploration
Solution Effort 

required
Impact

Increase recurring demand by onboarding new users and motivating existing learners 
to schedule more sessions.

High High

Pay coaches for generating useful content for the platform for initial time (e.g. first 3 
months) since they are onboarded. This will encourage them to stay on the platform 
and will generate content for learners on the other side.

Medium High

Introduce loyalty campaigns where they would be rewarded for staying with 
peakperformer.

Medium Medium

Proactively communicate with them about the problems they are facing, content they 
are working on etc.

Low High

Provide feedback and learning for coaches on how they can improve the 
content,content generation skills etc.

Medium Medium



Success metrics

● Improving D30 Retention


